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Outline
• GENIE's 1p1h model(s)
- "Nuclear" models for the ground state.
- Free nucleon model:
• Form factors
• Differential cross section algorithms

• Note: we will largely ignore the remnant nucleus in 
this discussion, although of course it is important.

• Note: we will also largely ignore hadron transport in 
this discussion, although that, also, is quite 
important!
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Documentation
• Physics and Users Manual contains some detail (non-exhaustive example 

below):
- https://arxiv.org/abs/1510.05494
- Please feel empowered to contribute. (Classic OSS "first contribution" is documentation.)
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18 CHAPTER 2. NEUTRINO INTERACTION PHYSICS MODELING

nucleus are assumed to have the same density.
It is well known that scattering kinematics for nucleons in a nuclear environment are different from

those obtained in scattering from free nucleons. For quasi-elastic and elastic scattering, Pauli blocking is
applied as described in Sec. 2.3. For nuclear targets a nuclear modification factor is included to account
for observed differences between nuclear and free nucleon structure functions which include shadowing,
anti-shadowing, and the EMC effect [28].

Nuclear reinteractions of produced hadrons is simulated using a cascade Monte Carlo which will be
described in more detail in a following section. The struck nucleus is undoubtedly left in a highly excited
state and will typically de-excite by emitting nuclear fission fragments, nucleons, and photons. At present
de-excitation photon emission is simulated only for oxygen [29, 30] due to the significance of these 3-10
MeV photons in energy reconstruction at water Cherenkov detectors. Future versions of the generator
will handle de-excitation photon emission from additional nuclear targets.

2.3 Cross section model

The cross section model provides the calculation of the differential and total cross sections. During event
generation the total cross section is used together with the flux to determine the energies of interacting
neutrinos. The cross sections for specific processes are then used to determine which interaction type
occurs, and the differential distributions for that interaction model are used to determine the event
kinematics. While the differential distributions must be calculated event-by-event, the total cross sections
can be pre-calculated and stored for use by many jobs sharing the same physics models. Over this
energy range neutrinos can scatter off a variety of different ‘targets’ including the nucleus (via coherent
scattering), individual nucleons, quarks within the nucleons, and atomic electrons.

Quasi-Elastic Scattering: Quasi-elastic scattering (e.g. νµ + n → µ− + p) is modeled using an
implementation of the Llewellyn-Smith model [31]. In this model the hadronic weak current is expressed
in terms of the most general Lorentz-invariant form factors. Two are set to zero as they violate G-parity.
Two vector form factors can be related via CVC to electromagnetic form factors which are measured over
a broad range of kinematics in electron elastic scattering experiments. Several different parametrizations
of these electromagnetic form factors including Sachs [32], BBA2003 [33] and BBBA2005 [34] models
are available with BBBA2005 being the default. Two form factors - the pseudo-scalar and axial vector,
remain. The pseudo-scalar form factor is assumed to have the form suggested by the partially conserved
axial current (PCAC) hypothesis [31], which leaves the axial form factor FA(Q2) as the sole remaining
unknown quantity. FA(0) is well known from measurements of neutron beta decay and the Q2 dependence
of this form factor can only be determined in neutrino experiments and has been the focus of a large
amount of experimental work over several decades. In GENIE a dipole form is assumed, with the axial
vector mass mA remaining as the sole free parameter with a default value of 0.99 GeV/c2.

For nuclear targets, the struck a suppression factor is included from an analytic calculation of the
rejection factor in the Fermi Gas model, based on the simple requirement that the momentum of the
outgoing nucleon exceed the fermi momentum kF for the nucleus in question. Typical values of kF are
0.221 GeV/c for nucleons in 12C, 0.251 GeV/c for protons in 56Fe, and 0.256 GeV/c for neutrons in 56Fe.

Elastic Neutral Current Scattering: Elastic neutral current processes are computed according to
the model described by Ahrens et al. [35], where the axial form factor is given by:

GA(Q
2) =

1

2

GA(0)

(1 +Q2/M2
A)

2
(1 + η). (2.1)

The adjustable parameter η includes possible isoscalar contributions to the axial current, and the GENIE
default value is η = 0.12. For nuclear targets the same reduction factor described above is used.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1510.05494
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Event generators
• GENIE has an internal set of 'Event Generators' that are used to set the 

kinematics for each event. For 1p1h, there are two - a legacy generator and a 
more modern one:
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   <param_set name="QEL-CC"> 
     <param type="string" name="VldContext"> </param> 
     <param type="int"    name="NModules">   12                                                   </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-0">   genie::InitialStateAppender/Default                  </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-1">   genie::VertexGenerator/Default                       </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-2">   genie::FermiMover/Default                            </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-3">   genie::QELKinematicsGenerator/CC-Default             </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-4">   genie::QELPrimaryLeptonGenerator/Default             </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-5">   genie::QELHadronicSystemGenerator/Default            </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-6">   genie::PauliBlocker/Default                          </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-7">   genie::UnstableParticleDecayer/BeforeHadronTransport </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-8">   genie::NucDeExcitationSim/Default                    </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-9">   genie::HadronTransporter/Default                     </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-10">  genie::NucBindEnergyAggregator/Default               </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-11">  genie::UnstableParticleDecayer/AfterHadronTransport  </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="ILstGen">    genie::QELInteractionListGenerator/CC-Default        </param> 
   </param_set>

From $GENIE/config/G00_00a/EventGenerator.xml
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Event generators
• The new event generator does not invoke FermiMover as a separate 

module (ground state invocation). We now re-sample the ground state on 
every accept-reject loop when choosing kinematics:
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  <param_set name="QEL-CC"> 
     <param type="string" name="VldContext"> </param> 
     <param type="int"    name="NModules">   9                                                    </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-0">   genie::InitialStateAppender/Default                  </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-1">   genie::VertexGenerator/Default                       </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-2">   genie::QELEventGenerator/Default                     </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-3">   genie::PauliBlocker/Default                          </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-4">   genie::UnstableParticleDecayer/BeforeHadronTransport </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-5">   genie::NucDeExcitationSim/Default                    </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-6">   genie::HadronTransporter/Default                     </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-7">   genie::NucBindEnergyAggregator/Default               </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="Module-8">   genie::UnstableParticleDecayer/AfterHadronTransport  </param> 
     <param type="alg"    name="ILstGen">    genie::QELInteractionListGenerator/CC-Default        </param> 
   </param_set>

From $GENIE/config/EventGenerator.xml
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Interaction vertex
• Users may optionally use a uniform distribution (in x, y, z independently, each between -R 

and R), but by default the vertex is chosen from a realistic (and simple) density profile.
- Modified Gaussian for A < 20, 2-parameter Woods-Saxon for the rest. 

• Coherent and neutrino-electron scattering events are set to the nuclear boundary.
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  if(realistic) { ... 
         

 while(1) { 
 double r = rmax * rnd->RndFsi().Rndm(); 
 double t = ymax * rnd->RndFsi().Rndm(); 
 double y = r*r * utils::nuclear::Density(r,(int)A); 
 bool accept = (t < y); 
 if(accept) { 
   double phi      = 2*kPi * rnd->RndFsi().Rndm(); 
   double cosphi   = TMath::Cos(phi); 
   double sinphi   = TMath::Sin(phi); 
   double costheta = -1 + 2 * rnd->RndFsi().Rndm(); 
   double sintheta = TMath::Sqrt(1-costheta*costheta); 
   vtx.SetX(r*sintheta*cosphi); 
   vtx.SetY(r*sintheta*sinphi); 
   vtx.SetZ(r*costheta);

    if(realistic) { 
      double ymax = -1; 
      double rmax = 3*R; 
      double dr   = R/40.; 
      for(double r = 0; r < rmax; r+=dr) {  
      ymax = TMath::Max(ymax, r*r * utils::nuclear::Density(r,(int)A));  
      } 
      ymax *= 1.2; 

From $GENIE/src/Physics/Common/VertexGenerator.cxx 
$GENIE/src/Physics/NuclearState/NuclearUtils.cxx
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Nuclear ground states
• Effective Spectral Function (Bodek et al)
• Local Fermi Gas
• Relativistic Fermi Gas with Bodek-Ritchie

• Initial interaction is often with FermiMover class - built to give the target nucleon an 
initial momentum.

• FermiMover has a pointer to a fNuclModel which is responsible for actually 
computing the momentum (one of the LFG, RFG, etc. from above) and computing a 
removal energy.

• Fermi momentum (kF) drawn from a table or a PDF, and then used to compute a PDF 
for the initial nucleon momentum.

• FermiMover can also eject an extra nucleon (esp. for Eff. Spec. Func.).
• Finally, FermiMover will fix the remnant nucleus recoil.
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Local Fermi Gas
• In the LFG model, the Fermi 

momentum is a function of position 
in the nucleus.
• Target is C12 in the plots.
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Enu = 200 MeV

Enu = 200 MeV

Enu = 1 GeV
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Effective Spectral Functions
• The Effective Spectral Function model combines a superscaling 

formalism together with hadronic energy sharing prescription to 
form a complete QE model. 
- An eight parameter spectral function is fit to the superscaling 

function extracted from electron scattering data (plus two 
parameters for binding energy and 2p2h fraction).

• Implemented by B. Coopersmith (also implemented Transverse 
Enhancement Model)
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Fig. 1 Top: Scattering from an off-shell bound neutron of momentum
Pi = k in a nucleus of mass A. The on-shell recoil [A − 1]∗ (spectator)
nucleus has a momentum P∗

A−1 = Ps = −k. This process is referred to
as the 1p1h process (one proton one hole). Bottom: The 1p1h process
including final state interaction (of the first kind) with another nucleon

action of the second kind”. Final state interactions of the
second kind reduce the energy of the final state nucleon.

1.2 Spectral functions

In general, neutrino event generators assume that the scat-
tering occurs on independent nucleons which are bound in
the nucleus. Generators such as GENIE [1,2], NEUGEN
[3], NEUT [4], NUANCE [5] NuWro [6,7] and GiBUU [8]
account for nucleon binding effects by modeling the momen-
tum distributions and removal energy of nucleons in nuclear
targets. Functions that describe the momentum distributions
and removal energy of nucleons from nuclei are referred to
as spectral functions.

Spectral functions can take the simple form of a momen-
tum distribution and a fixed removal energy (e.g. Fermi gas
model [9–11]), or the more complicated form of a two dimen-
sional (2D) distribution in both momentum and removal
energy (e.g. Benhar-Fantoni spectral function [12,13]).

Figure 2 shows the nucleon momentum distributions in
a 12C nucleus for some of the spectral functions that are
currently being used. The solid green line is the nucleon
momentum distribution for the Fermi gas [9–11] model
(labeled “Global Fermi” gas) which is currently implemented
in all neutrino event generators (Eq. 30 of Appendix B).
The solid black line is the projected momentum distri-
bution of the Benhar-Fantoni [12,13] 2D spectral func-
tion as implemented in NuWro. The solid red line is the
nucleon momentum distribution of the Local-Thomas-Fermi
gas (LTF) model [8] which is implemented in NURWO and
GiBUU.

Fig. 2 Nucleon momentum distributions in a 12C nucleus for several
spectral functions. The curve labeled “Global Fermi” gas is the momen-
tum distribution for the Fermi gas model (Eq. 30 in Appendix B). The
blue line is the momentum distribution for the effective spectral function
described in this paper

It is known that theoretical calculations using spectral
functions do not fully describe the shape of the quasielas-
tic peak for electron scattering on nuclear targets. This is
because the calculations only model the initial state (shown
on the top panel of Fig. 1), and do not account for final state
interactions of the first kind (shown on the bottom panel of
Fig. 1). Because FSI changes the amplitude of the scattering,
it modifies the shape of 1

σ
dσ
dν . FSI reduces the cross section

at the peak and increases the cross section at the tails of the
distribution.

In contrast to the spectral function formalism, predictions
using the ψ ′ superscaling formalism [14,15] fully describe
the longitudinal response function of quasielastic electron
scattering data on nuclear targets. This is expected since the
calculations use a ψ ′ superscaling function which is directly
extracted from the longitudinal component of measured elec-
tron scattering quasielastic differential cross sections.

However, although ψ ′ superscaling provides a very good
description of the final state lepton in QE scattering,ψ ′ super-
scaling is not implemented as an option in neutrino MC event
generators that are currently used in neutrino experiments.
There are specific technical issues that are associated with
implementing any theoretical model within the framework of
a MC generator. In addition,ψ ′ superscaling does not provide
a detailed description of the composition of the hadronic final
state. Therefore, it must also be combined with other models
to include details about the composition of the hadronic final
state.

Because the machinery to model both the leptonic and
hadronic final state for various spectral functions is already
implemented in all neutrino MC generators, adding another
spectral function as an option can be implemented in a few
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Fig. 16 The neutrino QE cross section on carbon with TE and without
TE as a function of neutrino energy. The cross section for neutrinos is
shown on the top panel and the cross section for antineutrinos is shown
in bottom panel

f (wi th T E)
1p1h = f1p1h

1.18

f (wi th T E)
2p2h = f2p2h + 0.18

1.18
(11)

In the above prescription, the energy sharing between the two
nucleons in the final state for the 2p2h TE process is the same
as for the 2p2h process from short range two nucleon cor-
relations. We can make other assumptions about the energy
sharing between the two nucleus for the TE process. For
example one can chose to use a uniform angular distribution
of the two nucleons in the center of mass of the two nucle-
ons as is done in NuWro [6,7]. This can easily be done in a
neutrino MC event generator, since once the events are gen-
erated, one can add an additional step and change the energy
sharing between the two nucleons.

In summary, we extract the TE contribution by taking the
difference between electron scattering data and the predic-
tions of the ψ ′ formalism for QE scattering. Therefore, pre-
dictions using ESF for QE with the inclusion of the TE contri-
bution fully describe electron scattering data by construction.

Including the TE model in neutrino Monte Carlo genera-
tors is relatively simple. The first step is to modify the mag-
netic form factors for the proton and neutron as given in Eq.
10. This accounts for the increase in the integrated QE cross
section. The second step is to change the relative faction of

Fig. 17 The ratio of the total neutrino QE cross section on carbon
with TE to sum of free nucleon cross sections as a function of energy.
The ratio for neutrinos is shown on the top panel and the ratio for
antineutrinos is shown in bottom panel. On average the overall cross
section is increased by about 18%

the 1p1h and 2p2h process as given in Eq. 11, which changes
shape of the QE distribution in ν.

The effective spectral function model and the TE model
are not coupled. One can use the effective spectral function to
describe the scattering from independent nucleons, and use
another theoretical model to account for the additional con-
tribution from multi nucleon process. Alternatively, one can
use an alternative model for the scattering from independent
nucleons and use the TE model to account for the additional
contribution from multi nucleon processes.

5 Effective spectral functions for deuterium

Neutrino charged current QE cross sections for deuterium
are not modeled in current neutrino Monte Carlo generators.
We find that neutrino interactions on deuterium can also be
modeled with an effective spectral function.

We use the theoretical calculations of reference [20] to
predict the shape of the transverse differential cross section
( 1
σ

dσ
dν (Q2, ν)) for deuterium at several values of Q2 as a

function of$ν = ν− Q2/2M . These theoretical calculations
are in agreement with electron scattering data. We tune the
parameters of the effective spectral function to reproduce the
spectra predicted by the theoretical calculations of reference
[20].
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The effective spectral function model and the TE model
are not coupled. One can use the effective spectral function to
describe the scattering from independent nucleons, and use
another theoretical model to account for the additional con-
tribution from multi nucleon process. Alternatively, one can
use an alternative model for the scattering from independent
nucleons and use the TE model to account for the additional
contribution from multi nucleon processes.

5 Effective spectral functions for deuterium

Neutrino charged current QE cross sections for deuterium
are not modeled in current neutrino Monte Carlo generators.
We find that neutrino interactions on deuterium can also be
modeled with an effective spectral function.

We use the theoretical calculations of reference [20] to
predict the shape of the transverse differential cross section
( 1
σ

dσ
dν (Q2, ν)) for deuterium at several values of Q2 as a

function of$ν = ν− Q2/2M . These theoretical calculations
are in agreement with electron scattering data. We tune the
parameters of the effective spectral function to reproduce the
spectra predicted by the theoretical calculations of reference
[20].
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Back to event generators: legacy
• We assume a free nucleon cross section (even in nuclear targets) to 

avoid double-counting nuclear effects (also, if a QE event is Pauli-
blocked, we re-throw a new QE event).
• Throw accept-reject against the partial differential cross section in 

Q^2. The maximum Q^2 is a function of W (nucleon mass here).
• Once the kinematics are set, the lepton is computed using Q^2, y, 

and Enu (and the lepton mass).
• The recoil baryon is computed by four-momentum conservation 

(neutrino + struck nucleon - lepton).
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$GENIE/src/Physics/QuasiElastic/EventGen/QELKinematicsGenerator.cxx 
$GENIE/src/Physics/QuasiElastic/EventGen/QELHadronicSystemGenerator.cxx
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Back to event generators: modern
•Written with NievesQELPXSec algorithm in mind.
• Simultaneously choose Fermi momentum, binding energy, and 

Q^2 (don't re-throw hit nucleon radius in accept-reject loop).
- Physically more correct treatment regardless of xsec 

algorithm.
• Will eventually be used everywhere, but the code runs much 

slower with this approach, so we are thinking about the 
trade-offs involved and how to be reasonably efficient.
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$GENIE/src/Physics/QuasiElastic/EventGen/QELEventGenerator.cxx
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Cross section algorithms
• LwlynSmithQELCCPXSec
• NievesQELPXSec
• AhrensNCELPXSec
• RosenbluthPXSec (EM)
• SmithMonizQELPXSec*

• Cross section integration performed with QELXSec, configured as:
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  <param_set name="Default"> 
    <param type="string" name = "gsl-integration-type">          adaptive  </param> 
    <param type="int"    name = "gsl-max-size-of-subintervals">     40000  </param> 
    <param type="double" name = "gsl-relative-tolerance">           0.001  </param> 
    <param type="int"    name = "gsl-rule">                             3  </param> 
  </param_set>

*[1] R.A.Smith and E.J.Moniz, Nuclear 
Physics  B43, (1972) 605-622
 [2] K.S. Kuzmin, V.V. Lyubushkin, 
V.A.Naumov Eur. Phys. J. C54, (2008) 
517-538
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Form factor models
• ZExpAxialFormFactorModel 
• DipoleAxialFormFactorModel
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  <param_set name="Default"> 

    <param type="string"   name="CommandParam"> QuasiElastic  </param> 

    <param type="bool"   name="QEL-Q4limit"> true   </param> 
    <param type="int"    name="QEL-Kmax">    4      </param> 

    <param type="double" name="QEL-T0">     -0.28   </param> 
    <param type="double" name="QEL-Tcut">    0.1764 </param> <!-- 9*m_pi^2 --> 

    <param type="double" name="QEL-Z_A1">    2.30   </param> 
    <param type="double" name="QEL-Z_A2">   -0.6    </param> 
    <param type="double" name="QEL-Z_A3">   -3.8    </param> 
    <param type="double" name="QEL-Z_A4">    2.3    </param> 
    <!-- more factors can be added, if necessary according to Kmax --> 

  </param_set>

  <param_set name="HistoricalFit"> 
    <param type="double" name="QEL-Ma"> 0.990 </param> 
    <param type="double" name="QEL-FA0"> -1.2670 </param> 
  </param_set>
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as expected.

The first test is to show that an event sample can be reweighted from the dipole form factor with some given
mA to a z expansion form factor. We use the reweighting tweak dial AxFFCCQEshape and gRwght1Scan to
produce these plots. To make the di↵erence between the two form factors clearly distinguishable by eye,
we start with an mA = 0.50 GeV sample. For a list of commands to run the reweighting utilities, see
appendix A.

The tweak dial AxFFCCQEshape is a dial which controls how much of each axial form factor is used in the
reweighting. The default (tweak dial = 0) is a pure dipole form factor, and a tweak dial value of +1 is a
pure z expansion form factor. To properly use this reweighting algorithm, one would start with an event
sample which is purely dipole form factor, then tweak to +1 and calculate the weights. After applying the
weights, one ends up with a Monte Carlo sample with the z expansion parameters as they are defined in
UserPhysicsOptions.xml. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: A nominal dipole event sample which has been reweighted to a z-expansion sample. The dipole
Monte Carlo sample is represented in black, with statistical error bars. The reweighted dipole sample is
shown in red, and the independent sample with z expansion values is shown in blue. The left plot shows the
raw number of events in each bin for a 50k event sample of pure CCQE, and the right plot shows the events
normalized by the nominal sample. The agreement between red and blue is a validation of the reweighting
procedure. The study was done using a carbon target at 1 GeV.

The next test is checking several aspects of the code for consistency. The tests are separated into distinct
parts, and then are collected into a single summary figure, Fig. 6. The test involves:

• Validating the z-expansion cross section and error calculation against an independent code

• Validating the grid reweighting against reweighting directly from one parameter set to another

• Validating the covariance reweighting against reweighting directly

This code uses all of the new reweighting utilities.

There are two methods employed for finding errors on the cross sections. They are referred to as the
“Principle Axes” (PA) method and the covariance method. The Principle Axes method uses the Eigenvalues
and Eigenvectors of the covariance (error) matrix by adding a displacement vector to the set of best fit
coe�cients. Given Eigenvalues �i and Eigenvectors ~ri, we can calculate a displacement from the best-fit
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(Note by A. Meyer)
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LwlynSmithQELCCPXSec
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  double F1V   = fFormFactors.F1V(); 
  double xiF2V = fFormFactors.xiF2V(); 
  double FA    = fFormFactors.FA(); 
  double Fp    = fFormFactors.Fp(); 

  //... 

  // Compute free nucleon differential cross section 
  double A = (0.25*(ml2-q2)/M2) * ( 
       (4-q2_M2)*FA2 - (4+q2_M2)*F1V2 - q2_M2*xiF2V2*(1+0.25*q2_M2) 
              -4*q2_M2*F1V*xiF2V - (ml2/M2)*(  
               (F1V2+xiF2V2+2*F1V*xiF2V)+(FA2+4*Fp2+4*FA*Fp)+(q2_M2-4)*Fp2)); 
  double B = -1 * q2_M2 * FA*(F1V+xiF2V); 
  double C = 0.25*(FA2 + F1V2 - 0.25*q2_M2*xiF2V2); 

  double xsec = Gfactor * (A + sign*B*s_u/M2 + C*s_u*s_u/M4);

$GENIE/src/Physics/QuasiElastic/XSection/LwlynSmithQELCCPXSec.cxx
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//____________________________________________________________________________ 
void LwlynSmithQELCCPXSec::LoadConfig(void) 
{ 
  // Cross section scaling factor 
  GetParamDef( "QEL-CC-XSecScale", fXSecScale, 1. ) ; 

  double thc ; 
  GetParam( "CabibboAngle", thc ) ; 
  fCos8c2 = TMath::Power(TMath::Cos(thc), 2); 

   // load QEL form factors model 
  fFormFactorsModel = dynamic_cast<const QELFormFactorsModelI *> ( 
                                             this->SubAlg("FormFactorsAlg")); 
  assert(fFormFactorsModel); 
  fFormFactors.SetModel(fFormFactorsModel); // <-- attach algorithm 

   // load XSec Integrator 
  fXSecIntegrator = 
      dynamic_cast<const XSecIntegratorI *> (this->SubAlg("XSec-Integrator")); 
  assert(fXSecIntegrator); 

  // Get nuclear model for use in Integral() 
  RgKey nuclkey = "IntegralNuclearModel"; 
  fNuclModel = dynamic_cast<const NuclearModelI *> (this->SubAlg(nuclkey)); 
  assert(fNuclModel); 

...
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LwlynSmithQELCCPXSec
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... 

  fLFG = fNuclModel->ModelType(Target()) == kNucmLocalFermiGas; 

  bool average_over_nuc_mom ; 
  GetParamDef( "IntegralAverageOverNucleonMomentum", average_over_nuc_mom, false ) ; 
  // Always average over initial nucleons if the nuclear model is LFG 
  fDoAvgOverNucleonMomentum = fLFG || average_over_nuc_mom ; 

  fEnergyCutOff = 0.; 

  if(fDoAvgOverNucleonMomentum) { 
    // Get averaging cutoff energy 
   GetParamDef("IntegralNuclearInfluenceCutoffEnergy", fEnergyCutOff, 2.0 ) ; 
  } 
}
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NievesQELCCPXSec
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$GENIE/src/Physics/QuasiElastic/XSection/NievesQELCCPXSec.cxx

• Physical Review C 70, 055503 (2004)
• Meant to sit on top of LFG (LFG added for this model).
- Some of the nuclear physics is baked directly into the cross section algorithm.
- Code will run with RFG.
• New event generator algorithm meant to be paired with this model 

(developed together).
• Coulomb corrections.
• RPA.
- Substantially more complex set of calculations than in 
LwlynSmithQELCCPXSec.
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Validation

Slide 8
• Very good agreement except for cos(theta) near 1 or ‐1

Slide 11

• At low Q2 the RPA corrections 
largely reduce the number of 
event

• At higher Q2 the RPA corrections 
have little effect

• Coulomb has larger effect at 
lower energies

RPA Effects near Threshold

• Near threshold all events are quasielastic
• Q2 will always be small near threshold, so RPA 
effects are expected to be large

Slide 12

RPA effects are 
large near threshold.

Large Nucleus

• Coulomb Effects are large for a large nucleus

Slide 13

Coulomb effects are 
large in heavy nuclei.

Nieves Fortran 
vs GENIE
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$GENIE/src/Physics/QuasiElastic/XSection/NievesQELCCPXSec.cxx

//____________________________________________________________________________ 
void NievesQELCCPXSec::LoadConfig(void) 
{ 
  double thc; 
  GetParam( "CabibboAngle", thc ) ; 
  fCos8c2 = TMath::Power(TMath::Cos(thc), 2); 

  // Cross section scaling factor 
  GetParam( "QEL-CC-XSecScale", fXSecScale ) ; 

  // hbarc for unit conversion, GeV*fm 
  fhbarc = kLightSpeed*kPlankConstant/genie::units::fermi; 

   // load QEL form factors model 
  fFormFactorsModel = dynamic_cast<const QELFormFactorsModelI *> ( 
                                             this->SubAlg("FormFactorsAlg")); 
  assert(fFormFactorsModel); 
  fFormFactors.SetModel(fFormFactorsModel); // <-- attach algorithm 

   // load XSec Integrator 
  fXSecIntegrator = 
      dynamic_cast<const XSecIntegratorI *> (this->SubAlg("XSec-Integrator")); 
  assert(fXSecIntegrator); 

...
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$GENIE/src/Physics/QuasiElastic/XSection/NievesQELCCPXSec.cxx

... 

  // Load settings for RPA and Coulomb effects 

  // RPA corrections will not effect a free nucleon 
  GetParamDef("RPA", fRPA, true ) ; 

  // Coulomb Correction- adds a correction factor, and alters outgoing lepton  
  // 3-momentum magnitude (but not direction) 
  // Correction only becomes sizeable near threshold and/or for heavy nuclei 
  GetParamDef( "Coulomb", fCoulomb, true ) ; 

  LOG("Nieves",pNOTICE) << "RPA=" << fRPA << ", useCoulomb=" << fCoulomb; 

  // Get nuclear model for use in Integral() 
  RgKey nuclkey = "IntegralNuclearModel"; 
  fNuclModel = dynamic_cast<const NuclearModelI *> (this->SubAlg(nuclkey)); 
  assert(fNuclModel); 

...
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$GENIE/src/Physics/QuasiElastic/XSection/NievesQELCCPXSec.cxx

... 

  // Check if the model is a local Fermi gas 
  fLFG = fNuclModel->ModelType(Target()) == kNucmLocalFermiGas; 

  if(!fLFG){ 
   // get the Fermi momentum table for relativistic Fermi gas 
   GetParam( "FermiMomentumTable", fKFTableName ) ; 

   fKFTable = 0; 
   FermiMomentumTablePool * kftp = FermiMomentumTablePool::Instance(); 
   fKFTable = kftp->GetTable(fKFTableName); 
   assert(fKFTable); 
  } 

  // Always average over initial nucleons if the nuclear model is LFG 
  bool average_over_nuc_mom ; 
  GetParamDef( "IntegralAverageOverNucleonMomentum", average_over_nuc_mom, false ) ; 
  fDoAvgOverNucleonMomentum = fLFG || average_over_nuc_mom ; 

  fEnergyCutOff = 0.; 

  if(fDoAvgOverNucleonMomentum) { 
    // Get averaging cutoff energy 
   GetParamDef( "IntegralNuclearInfluenceCutoffEnergy", fEnergyCutOff, 2.0 ) ; 
  } 
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PauliBlocker
• Computes (LFG) or looks up the Fermi momentum.
• If the recoil momentum is less than the Fermi momentum, throw the event 

away and re-generate a new QE event (with, probably the same neutrino 
energy).
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$GENIE/src/Physics/NuclearState/PauliBlocker.cxx

  // get the Fermi momentum 
  double kf; 
  if(fLFG){ 
    int nucleon_pdgc = hit->Pdg(); 
    assert(pdg::IsProton(nucleon_pdgc) || pdg::IsNeutron(nucleon_pdgc)); 
    Target* tgt = interaction->InitStatePtr()->TgtPtr(); 
    int A = tgt->A(); 
    bool is_p = pdg::IsProton(nucleon_pdgc); 
    double numNuc = (is_p) ? (double)tgt->Z():(double)tgt->N(); 
    double radius = hit->X4()->Vect().Mag(); 
    double hbarc = kLightSpeed*kPlankConstant/units::fermi; 
    kf= TMath::Power(3*kPi2*numNuc* 
       genie::utils::nuclear::Density(radius,A),1.0/3.0) *hbarc; 
  }else{ 
    kf = fKFTable->FindClosestKF(tgt_pdgc, nuc_pdgc); 
  } 
  LOG("PauliBlock", pINFO) << "KF = " << kf;
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Validation plots
• Plots presented here based on an automated validation system 

that runs weekly.
• Event samples are low statistics (we run increased event counts 

for release validation, but try to be conservative about computing 
resources week-to-week). 
• Additionally, we use a small number of knots in computing the 

total cross section "splines" to reduce the computational 
overhead, which makes results less reliable at higher energies 
(again we run more complete samples for data releases and for 
release validation).

�25
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QEL hyperon production
• Original calculation in Weak Interactions at High Energies, A. Pais, 

Annals Phys. 63 (1971) 361
• Model processes ∆S = 1 events, produced by antineutrinos in three 

related channels (below).

�30

Validation of the �S=1 Quasi-Elastic Process

H. Gallagher1

1Department of Physics and Astronomy, Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts 02155,
USA

April 25, 2016

In this document we describe the validation of the �S=1 Quasi-Elastic scattering process,

originally developed by Jon Poage (Tufts) in 2013.

1 The Model

This model produces quasi-elastic �S = 1 events, produced by anti-neutrinos in to three related

reactions: ‹µ + p æ � + µ+
, ‹µ + p æ �

0
+ µ+

, ‹µ + n æ �

≠
+ µ+

.

The cross section for this process is taken from the paper by Pais [2], which writes the di�erential

cross section for the quasi-elastic process in the case where the initial and outgoing nucleon masses

are di�erent. I have confirmed that this equation gives the same result as the more familiar

Llewellyn-Smith equation in the case where these two masses are the same. (nb: This more

general equation is also referenced in the Llewellyn-Smith paper as Equation 3.37, although I

believe it includes a typo introduced when changing notation from the Pais calculation to that used

throughout the Llewellyn-Smith paper.) The cross section implemented here does not include the

lepton mass terms.

SU(3) allows the weak current for CC quasi-elastic scattering to be described in terms of an

octet of currents, J = cos ◊J0
+ sin ◊J1

, where ◊ is the Cabibbo angle, and J0
and J1

describe

the �S = 0 and �S = 1 members of the octet, and the paper by Cabibbo, Chilton [3] calculates

the form factors for hyperon production, using exact SU(3) symmetry to relate the form factors to

those for standard �S = 0 neutrino quasi-elastic scattering. These form factors are also calculated

in the more recent paper by Alam et al. [1].

In summary, the theory and implementation approximations being made include:

1. Lepton mass terms in the cross section formula are ignored.

2. Exact SU(3) symmetry is assumed.

3. The F/D ratio is independent of Q

2
.

4. This calculation does not provide information about the hyperon polarization state.
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Figure 1: Anti-neutrino QE � production cross section.
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Outlook and conclusions
• Moving towards "nuclear first" models that contain, e.g., 1 body and 2 

body currents along with their interference terms (e.g. Carlson and 
Pastore).
• This sort of model integrates over a more sophisticated ground state 

(fuses a point where the GENIE model is currently factorized).
• GENIE features a flexible, highly configurable suite of 1p1h QE models.
• The most commonly used models are all available (and even some less 

commonly used models).

�31

Please enjoy responsibly...
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Back up!

Thanks!

now...
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neutron- proton). The final state for the MEC process
can include one or two nucleons. If no final state pions are
produced, the process is considered as an enhancement of
the QE cross section. If one or more final state pions are
produced, the process enhances the inelastic cross section.

Within models of meson exchange currents the en-
hancement is primarily in the transverse part of the QE
cross section, while the enhancement in the longitudinal
QE cross section is small (in agreement with the electron
scattering experimental data). The conserved vector cur-
rent hypothesis (CVC) implies that the corresponding vec-
tor structure function for the QE cross section in ⌫

µ

, ⌫̄

µ

scattering can be expressed in terms of the structure func-
tions measured in electron scattering on nuclear targets.
Therefore, there should also be a transverse enhancement
in neutrino scattering.

In addition, for some models of meson exchange currents[23]
the enhancement in the axial part of ⌫

µ

, ⌫̄

µ

QE cross sec-
tion on nuclear targets is also small. Therefore, the axial
form factor for bound nucleons is expected to be the same
as the axial form factor for free nucleons.

4.1 Measuring the transverse enhancement at low Q

2

The longitudinal response scaling functions extracted by
Donnely et. al.[20] for di↵erent momentum scales and dif-
ferent nuclei (A=12 ,40 and 56) are essentially described
by one universal curve[20] which is a function of the nu-
clear scaling variable  0 only. The function peaks at  0=0
and ranges from  

0 = �1.2 to  0 = 2. In contrast, the
transverse response scaling function is larger and increases
with momentum transfer. The response function of the
transverse enhancement excess is shifted to higher  0 and
peaks at  0 ⇡ 0.2.

Carlson et. al.[23] uses the measured longitudinal and
transverse response functions to extract the ratio (R

T

) of
the integrated response functions for the transverse and
transverse components of the QE response functions for
values of  0

< 0.5 and  0
< 1.2.

For nucleons bound in carbon, the ratios for  0
< 0.5

are 1.2, 1.5, 1.65 for values of the 3-momentum transfer
q3 of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.6 GeV/c, respectively (q23 = Q

2 + ⌫

2

where ⌫ = Q

2
/2M at the QE peak).

The ratios for  0
< 1.2 are 1.25, 1.6, 1.8 for q3 values of

0.3, 0.5, and 0.6 GeV , respectively. (These correspond to
Q

2 values of 0.09, 0.15, and 0.33). At higher values of  0

the transverse response functions include both QE scat-
tering and pion production processes (e.g. � production
with Fermi motion).

Therefore, we use the measured values of R
T

for  0
<

0.5, where the contribution from pion production process
is small, and apply correction to extract the ratio for the
entire range of  0, as described below.

The excess transverse response function peaks at  0 ⇡
0.2, while the longitudinal response function peaks at  0 =
0. A fit of an asymmetric gaussian to the longitudinal
response function indicates that the R

T

values for the
total response functions integrated over all  0 are related

to the ratio for  0
< 0.5 by the following expression:

R
T

(all �  

0) = 1 + 1.18 [R
T

( 0
< 0.5)� 1]

We obtain R
T

(all� 0) values of 1.24±0.1, 1.59±0.1, and
1.77± 0.1 for Q2 values of 0.09, 0.15, and 0.33 (GeV/c)2,
respectively. We use the di↵erence in the measured values
of R

T

for  0
< 0.5 and  

0
< 1.2 as an estimate of the

systematic error. Since the longitudinal response function
is equal to the response function for independent nucleons,
the ratio R

T

(all �  

0) is equivalent to the ratio of the
integrated transverse response function in a nucleus to the
response function for independent nucleons (as a function
of Q2).

The values ofR
T

extracted from the data of from Carl-
son et al are shown as a function of Q2 (black points) in
Figure 3.

Band%from%Bosted-%Mamyan%
fit%to%electron%sca3ering%data%

Parametriza8on%

Fig. 3. The transverse enhancement ratio (R
T

) as a func-
tion of Q2. Here, R

T

is ratio of the integrated transverse re-
sponse function for QE electron scattering on nucleons bound
in carbon divided by the integrated response function for in-
dependent nucleons. The black points are extracted from Carl-
son et al[23], and the blue bands are extracted from a fit[29]
to QE data from the JUPITER[25] experiment (Jlab exper-
iment E04-001). The curve is a fit to the data of the form

R
T

= 1 + AQ

2
e

�Q

2
/B . The dashed lines are the upper and

lower error bands.

4.2 Measuring the transverse enhancement at high Q

2

The technique of using the ratio of longitudinal and trans-
verse QE structure functions to determine the transverse
enhancement in the response functions for QE scattering
is less reliable for Q

2
> 0.5 (GeV/c)2, because at high

values of Q2 the longitudinal contribution to the QE cross
section is small (as illustrated in equation 10).

Since the transverse cross section dominates at large
Q

2 one can extract the transverse enhancement by com-
paring the measured QE cross sections to the predictions

d2‡

d�dÊ
= � [RT (q, Ê) + ‘ · RL (q, Ê)]

Transverse Enhancement Model
•Separate the cross section into "longitudinal" and 
"transverse" components (polarization of the virtual 
photon) in electron scattering.
•Modify only vector magnetic form factors with e- 
scattering data - everything else is single free 
nucleon.
• e- scattering data suggests only the longitudinal 
portion of the QE x-section is ~universal free nucleon 
response function - the transverse component shows 
an enhancement relative to this approach.
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FIGURE 1. Left: Example of the fit to preliminary electron scattering data from the JUPITER collaboration (Jefferson Lab
experiment E04-001) on a carbon target. Shown are the contributions from the transverse QE (solid pink), longitudinal QE (dashed
pink), total QE (solid red), inelastic pion production processes (solid green), and the transverse excess (TE) contribution (solid
black line). Here, Q2 = 0.68 GeV/c2 at the QE peak. Right: The transverse enhancement ratio (RT ) as a function of Q2. Here,
RT is ratio of the integrated transverse response function for QE electron scattering on nucleons bound in carbon divided by the
integrated response function for independent nucleons. The black points are extracted from Carlson et al, and the blue bands are
extracted from the fit to QE data from the JUPITER collaboration. The curve is a fit to RT (Q2) of the form RT = 1+AQ2e�Q2/B,
with A = 6.0 and B = 0.34 (GeV/c)2. The dashed lines are estimated upper and lower error bands.

response function can be described by a model of independent nucleons bound in a nuclear potential, RT is equivalent
to the ratio of the transverse cross sections of bound and free nucleons.

We extract the transverse enhancement at higher values of Q2 from a fit to existing electron scattering data on nuclei
and preliminary data from the JUPITER collaboration (Jefferson lab experiment E04-001). The fit (developed by P.
Bosted and V. Mamyan) provides a description of inclusive electron scattering cross sections on a range of nuclei with
A > 2. An example of the fit for a carbon spectrum is shown on the left panel of Fig.1.

The Bosted-Mamyan inclusive fit is a sum of four components:

• The longitudinal QE contribution extracted from H and D experiments (smeared by Fermi motion in carbon)
• The transverse QE contribution extracted from H and D experiments (smeared by Fermi motion in carbon)
• The contribution of inelastic pion production processes from H and D (smeared by Fermi motion in carbon).
• A transverse excess (TE) contribution (determined by the fit)

The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the values of RT as a function of Q2. The black points are extracted from Carlson
et al, and the higher Q2 blue bands are from the fit to the QE data from the JUPITER collaboration. The data are
parametrized by the expression: RT = 1+AQ2e�Q2/B with A = 6.0 and B = 0.34 (GeV/c)2. The electron scattering
data indicate that the transverse enhancement is maximal near Q2 = 0.3 (GeV/c)2 and is small for Q2 greater than
1.5 (GeV/c)2. The dashed lines are the estimated upper and lower error bands

Fig. 2 shows ds /dQ2 predictions for nµ QE scatterring on carbon as a function of Q2. Shown are predictions of the
"Independent Nucleon" model with MA=1.014 GeV (orange dotted line), with MA= 1.3 GeV (blue dashed line), and
with MA=1.014 GeV including "Transverse Enhancement" (red line). The left panel is for En =1 GeV and the right
panel is for En = 3 GeV.

For Q2 < 0.6 (GeV/c)2 the predictions for ds /dQ2 with MA=1.014 GeV and including "Transverse Enhancement"
are similar to ds /dQ2 with MA=1.3 GeV. The maximum accessible Q2 for 1 GeV neutrinos is 1.3 (GeV/c)2. Therefore,
fits to ds /dQ2 for En =1 GeV (e.g. MiniBooNE) would yield MA ⇡ 1.2 GeV .

In the high Q2 region (Q2 > 1.2 (GeV/c)2), the magnitude of the "Transverse Enhancement" is small. The maximum
accessible Q2 for 3 GeV neutrinos is 4.9 (GeV/c)2. In order to reduce the sensitivity to modeling of Pauli blocking,
experiments at higher energy typically remove the lower Q2 points in fits for MA. Consequently, fits to ds /dQ2

measured in high energy experiments would yield a value of MA which is smaller than 1.014 GeV because for

Bodek, Budd, and Christy Eur.Phys.J. C71 (2011) 1726 

Fit to electron scattering data from JUPITER (JLab E04-001) to 
extract enhancement as a function of Q2.
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Transverse Enhancement
• dσ/dQ2 w/ MA = 1.014 GeV & TEM is very similar to the result for MA = 1.3 GeV for Q2 < 0.6 

(GeV/c)2.
• For high Q2, the TEM contribution is small.
• Experiments at high energy often remove low Q2 values from their MA fits - predict an even 

lower MA due to steep slope for dσ/dQ2 at MA = 1.014 GeV.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of predictions for the ⌫

µ

, ⌫̄
µ

total QE
cross section section at high energies for the ”Independent Nu-
cleon (MA=1.024)” model, the ”LargerM

A

(M
A

=1.3) model”,
the ”Transverse Enhancement model”, and the ”QE+np-nh
RPA” MEC model of Martini et al.[24] (Predictions for this
model have only been published for neutrino energies less than
1.2 GeV). The data points are the ratios for the measurements
of MiniBooNE[6] (gray stars) and NOMAD[18] (purple circles)

energy E is given[30] by:

d�

dQ

2
dW

=
G

2

2⇡
cos2 ✓

C

W

M

(
1

2E2
W1

⇥
Q

2 +m

2
µ

⇤

+W2 +W2


� ⌫

E

� 1

4E2
(Q2 +m

2
µ

)

�
(12)

±W3

"
Q

2

2ME

� ⌫

4E

Q

2 +m

2
µ

ME

#

+
W4

M

2
m

2
µ

(Q2 +m

2
µ

)

4E2
� W5

ME

m

2
µ

)

Here, G

2

2⇡ cos2 ✓
C

= 80⇥ 10�40
cm

2
/GeV

2. The final state
muon mass places the following kinematic limits[31] on

2 max (GeV/c)2Q
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Fig. 16. The maximum accessible Q2 for QE events as a func-
tion of neutrino energy.

x = Q

2
/2M⌫ and y = ⌫/E:

m

2
µ

2M(E
⌫

�m

µ

)
 x  1 , (13)

a � b  y  a + b , (14)

where the quantities a and b are

a =

"
1�m

2
µ

 
1

2ME

⌫

x

+
1

2E2
⌫

!#
/(2 +Mx/E

⌫

) ,

b =

" 
1�

m

2
µ

2ME

⌫

x

!2

�
m

2
µ

E

2
⌫

#1/2
/(2 +Mx/E

⌫

) .

Or alternatively, for a fixed energy and Q

2, there is a
maximum value of W which is given by[32]:

W

2
+(Q

2) =

"
1

4
s

2
a

2
�

 
m

4
µ

s

2
� 2

m

2
µ

s

!
�
✓
Q

2 +
1

2
m

2
µ

a

2
+

◆2

+s a�

 
Q

2 +
m

2
µ

2
a+

!#
�⇥
a�(Q

2 +m

2
µ

)
⇤
,

where s = 2ME+M

2, a± = 1±M

2
/s. For QE scattering,

this corresponds to a minimum and maximum accessible
Q

2 for a given neutrino energy. The maximum accessible
Q

2 (Q2
max

) for QE events as a function of neutrino energy
is shown in Fig. 16.

8.1 Quasielastic ⌫

µ

, ⌫̄

µ

scattering

A theoretical framework for quasi-elastic (⌫
µ

, ⌫̄

µ

)-Nucleon
Scattering has been given by Llewellyn Smith [33]. Here,
we use the notation of Llewellyn Smith (except that F

2
V
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Fig. 7. The QE di↵erential cross section (d�/dQ2) as a func-
tion of Q2 for ⌫

µ

, ⌫̄

µ

energies of 1.0 GeV (maximum accessible
Q

2
max

= 1.3 (GeV/c)2). Here, the orange dotted line is the
prediction of the ”Independent Nucleon (M

A

=1.014)” model.
The blue dashed line is the prediction of the the ”Larger M

A

(M
A

=1.3)” model. The red line is prediction of the ”Transverse
Enhancement” model. This color and line style convention is
used in all subequent plots. Top (a): ⌫

µ

di↵erential QE cross
sections. Bottom (b): ⌫̄

µ

di↵erential QE cross sections.

5.4 Results

Figures 7 and 8 show the QE di↵erential cross section
(d�/dQ2) as a function of Q2 for ⌫

µ

, ⌫̄

µ

energies of 1.0 and
3.0 GeV, respectively. The orange dotted line is the pre-
diction of the ”Independent Nucleon (M

A

=1.014)” model,
the blue dashed line is the prediction of the ”Larger M

A

(M
A

=1.3)” model, and the solid red line is the prediction
of the ”Transverse Enhancement” model. The top panels
(a) show ⌫

µ

di↵erential QE cross sections, and the bottom
panels (b) show the ⌫̄

µ

di↵erential QE cross sections.
Figures 9 and 10 show the ratio of the predictions

of the two models to the predictions of the ”Independent
Nucleon (M

A

=1.014)” model as a function of Q2 for ⌫
µ

, ⌫̄

µ
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Fig. 8. Same as figure 7 for ⌫
µ

, ⌫̄

µ

energies of 3.0 GeV (max-
imum accessible Q

2
max

= 4.9 (GeV/c)2).

energies of 1.0 GeV, and 3.0 GeV, respectively. The blue
dashed line is the ratio for the ”Larger M

A

(M
A

=1.3)”
model. The red line is the ratio for the ”Transverse En-
hancement” mode (with error bands shown as dotted red
lines). The top (a) panels shows the ratio for d�/dQ2 for
⌫

µ

. The middle (b) panels shows the ratio for d�/dQ2 for
⌫̄

µ

. The bottom (c) panels shows the ratio of predicted
ratio of ⌫̄

µ

/⌫

µ

d�/dQ2 cross sections for the two models
(divided by the ⌫̄

µ

/⌫

µ

ratio predicted by the ”Independent
Nucleon (M

A

=1.014)” model).
For Q

2
< 0.6 (GeV/c)2 the di↵erential QE cross sec-

tion for the ”Transverse Enhancement” model is close to
the ”Larger M

A

(M
A

=1.3)” model. The maximum acces-
sible Q

2 for 1 GeV neutrinos is 1.3 GeV/c)2 (as shown in
figure 16). Therefore, fits to the neutrino di↵erential QE
cross sections for an incident energy of 1 GeV (e.g. Mini-
BooNE) would yield M

A

⇡ 1.2 GeV . The extracted value
of M

A

depends on the specific model parameters that are
used for Pauli blocking and the variation of the statistical
errors in the data withQ

2. For a neutrino energy of 1 GeV,
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Effective Spectral Functions and Superscaling
• The idea of superscaling* originated in attempts to explain inclusive 

electron scattering.
- Compute a "reduced" single-nucleon cross section for a nuclear target with A 

nucleons, in the quasielastic region (assuming a "real" quasielastic cross section, 
so use single nucleon form factors and an appropriate Fermi motion model in the 
computation).

- Plot against a selection of variables...
• If the results don't depend on the variables and a universal behavior emerges, the results 
scale.
- Scaling of the first kind: no dependence on momentum transfer, q.
- Scaling of the second kind: no dependence on the momentum scale that characterizes specific 

nuclei (the Fermi momentum)
- Superscaling: both kinds of scaling are present.

�36

*See, e.g., Amaro, Barbaro, Caballero, Donnelly, Molinari, and Sick PRC 71, 015501 (2005)
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y-scaling of (e,e') data

Example: 4He SLAC data 

Independence of q of the scaling function F(q,y):

F(y,q)                       F(y) ≡ F(y,∞)   for  q →∞ Scaling of the first kind
         (or y-scaling)

ω<ωQEP

(x>1, y<0)

ω>ωQEP

(x<1, y>0)

[Day,McCarthy,Donnelly,Sick,Ann.Rev.Nucl.Part.Sci.40(1990); Donnelly & Sick, PRC60(1999),PRL82(1999)]

  

For each value of q and ω, evaluating the (e,e') cross section implies an integral over the  
kinematically allowed region for the semi-inclusive reaction (e,e'N):

below QEP
(y-scaling 
    region)

y scaling variable: -y(q,ω) is the lowest value of the missing momentum at the lowest 
missing energy kinematically allowed for semi-inclusive knockout of nucleons from the 
nucleus.

Quasielastic kinematics and y-scaling

missing energy – 
separation energy

missing momentum

at the QEP: y=0

M. Barbaro, INT'13
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2nd kind scaling

kA*F

~y/kF

Ee=3.6 GeV

θe=160

Plotting f(q,ψ') at fixed kinematics (q) for different nuclei (A) one gets

kA = characteristic 

momentum scale 
for each nucleus

Second kind scaling = A-independence for ψ' < 0

M. Barbaro, INT'13
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2nd kind scaling

Ee=3.6 GeV

θe=160

In semi-logarithmic scale:

Second kind scaling = A-independence for ψ' < 0

Violations for ψ' > 0 due to 

non QE contributions 

M. Barbaro, INT'13
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Super-Scaling

I kind 
scaling

II kind 
scaling

We define “Super-Scaling” the simultaneous occurrence of 

                                     I kind scaling (independence of q) 

                                                        and 

                                    II kind scaling (independence of A) 

M. Barbaro, INT'13
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Effective Spectral Functions
• Superscaling formalism created to explain inclusive electron scattering.
- The basic idea is to find a set of variables that allow you to compute a "reduced" (per nucleon) cross 

section that scales with A.
• Very successful for electron scattering in the quasielastic region.
• When separating longitudinal and transverse pieces of the cross section (polarization of intermediate photon), 

scaling is violated in the transverse piece - there are non-scaling contributions there from meson-exchange 
currents and other correlation effects.

• The formalism may be "inverted" to make neutrino cross section predictions.
- The same scaling function is used for the transverse and longitudinal parts of the cross section (and for 

the vector and axial components).
- In principle, this scaling function captures all relevant nuclear effects (initial state momentum, the 

removal energy distribution, two nucleon correlations, and final state interactions (as they impact the 
lepton)).

- It makes no prescription for the final state hadronic system.  

�41

Bodek, Christy, Coopersmith EPJ C (2014) 74:3091
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• 1p1h vs. 2p2h processes
• Final state interactions of the "first 

kind"
- Distinguished from interactions of the 

second kind (which is the kind neutrino 
experimentalists usually mean when 
they say "FSI").

�42
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Fig. 1 Top: Scattering from an off-shell bound neutron of momentum
Pi = k in a nucleus of mass A. The on-shell recoil [A − 1]∗ (spectator)
nucleus has a momentum P∗

A−1 = Ps = −k. This process is referred to
as the 1p1h process (one proton one hole). Bottom: The 1p1h process
including final state interaction (of the first kind) with another nucleon

action of the second kind”. Final state interactions of the
second kind reduce the energy of the final state nucleon.

1.2 Spectral functions

In general, neutrino event generators assume that the scat-
tering occurs on independent nucleons which are bound in
the nucleus. Generators such as GENIE [1,2], NEUGEN
[3], NEUT [4], NUANCE [5] NuWro [6,7] and GiBUU [8]
account for nucleon binding effects by modeling the momen-
tum distributions and removal energy of nucleons in nuclear
targets. Functions that describe the momentum distributions
and removal energy of nucleons from nuclei are referred to
as spectral functions.

Spectral functions can take the simple form of a momen-
tum distribution and a fixed removal energy (e.g. Fermi gas
model [9–11]), or the more complicated form of a two dimen-
sional (2D) distribution in both momentum and removal
energy (e.g. Benhar-Fantoni spectral function [12,13]).

Figure 2 shows the nucleon momentum distributions in
a 12C nucleus for some of the spectral functions that are
currently being used. The solid green line is the nucleon
momentum distribution for the Fermi gas [9–11] model
(labeled “Global Fermi” gas) which is currently implemented
in all neutrino event generators (Eq. 30 of Appendix B).
The solid black line is the projected momentum distri-
bution of the Benhar-Fantoni [12,13] 2D spectral func-
tion as implemented in NuWro. The solid red line is the
nucleon momentum distribution of the Local-Thomas-Fermi
gas (LTF) model [8] which is implemented in NURWO and
GiBUU.

Fig. 2 Nucleon momentum distributions in a 12C nucleus for several
spectral functions. The curve labeled “Global Fermi” gas is the momen-
tum distribution for the Fermi gas model (Eq. 30 in Appendix B). The
blue line is the momentum distribution for the effective spectral function
described in this paper

It is known that theoretical calculations using spectral
functions do not fully describe the shape of the quasielas-
tic peak for electron scattering on nuclear targets. This is
because the calculations only model the initial state (shown
on the top panel of Fig. 1), and do not account for final state
interactions of the first kind (shown on the bottom panel of
Fig. 1). Because FSI changes the amplitude of the scattering,
it modifies the shape of 1

σ
dσ
dν . FSI reduces the cross section

at the peak and increases the cross section at the tails of the
distribution.

In contrast to the spectral function formalism, predictions
using the ψ ′ superscaling formalism [14,15] fully describe
the longitudinal response function of quasielastic electron
scattering data on nuclear targets. This is expected since the
calculations use a ψ ′ superscaling function which is directly
extracted from the longitudinal component of measured elec-
tron scattering quasielastic differential cross sections.

However, although ψ ′ superscaling provides a very good
description of the final state lepton in QE scattering,ψ ′ super-
scaling is not implemented as an option in neutrino MC event
generators that are currently used in neutrino experiments.
There are specific technical issues that are associated with
implementing any theoretical model within the framework of
a MC generator. In addition,ψ ′ superscaling does not provide
a detailed description of the composition of the hadronic final
state. Therefore, it must also be combined with other models
to include details about the composition of the hadronic final
state.

Because the machinery to model both the leptonic and
hadronic final state for various spectral functions is already
implemented in all neutrino MC generators, adding another
spectral function as an option can be implemented in a few
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Fig. 6 2p2h process: Scattering from an off-shell bound neutron of
momentum Pi = −k from two nucleon correlations (quasi-deuteron).
The on-shell recoil spectator nucleon has momentum Ps = k

– The binding energy parameter ! where MA − M∗
A−1 =

Mn +!.
– The kinetic energy of the recoil spectator nucleus V k2

2M∗
A−1

.

2.2.2 The 2p2h process

In general, there are are several processes which result in two
(or more) nucleons and a spectator excited nucleus with two
(or more) holes in final state:

– Two nucleon correlations in initial state (quasi deuteron)
which are often referred to as short range correlations
(SRC).

– Final state interaction (of the first kind) resulting in a
larger energy transfer to the hadronic final state (as mod-
eled by superscaling).

– Enhancement of the transverse cross sections (“Trans-
verse Enhancement”) from meson exchange currents
(MEC) and isobar excitation.

In the effective spectral function approach the lepton
energy spectrum for all three processes is modeled as orig-
inating from the two nucleon correlation process. This
accounts for the additional energy shift resulting from the
removal of two nucleons from the nucleus.

Figure 6 illustrates the 2p2h process for scattering from
an off-shell bound neutron of momentum −k (for Q2 > 0.3
GeV2). The momentum of the interacting nucleon in the ini-
tial state is balanced by a single on-shell correlated recoil
nucleon which has momentum k. The [A − 2]∗ spectator
nucleus is left with two holes. The initial state off-shell neu-
tron has energy En which is given by:

En(2p2h) = (Mp + Mn) − 2!−
!

V k2 + M2
p (9)

where V is given by Eq. 7.
For the 2p2h process, the removal energy of a nucleon

includes the following two contributions:

Fig. 7 Comparison of energy for on-shell and off-shell bound neutrons
in 12C. The on-shell energy is En =

"
k2 + M2

n . The off-shell energy

is shown for both the 1p1h (En = Mn −!− V k2

2M∗
A−1

) and 2p2h process

(En = (Mp + Mn) − 2!−
!

V k2 + M2
p , where (Mp + Mn) and ! is

the average binding energy parameter of the spectator one-hole nucleus.
Shown is the case with V = 1. (The factor V is given in Eq. 7 and plotted
in Fig. 5. V≈1 for Q2 >0.3 GeV2)

– The binding energy parameter 2!where MA − M∗
A−2 =

Mn + Mp + 2!.
– The kinetic energy of the recoil spectator nucleon given

by
!

V k2 + M2
p.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the total energy for on-
shell and off-shell bound neutrons in 12C as a function
of neutron momentum k (for Q2 > 0.3 GeV2 where
V≈1.0). The energy for an unbound on-shell neutron is
En =

"
V k2 + M2

n . The off-shell energy of a bound neutron

is shown for both the 1p1h (En = Mn −!− Vk2

2M∗
A−1

) and the

2p2h process (En = (Mp + Mn) − 2!−
!

V k2 + M2
p).

In the effective spectral function approach, all effects of
final state interaction (of the first kind) are absorbed in the
initial state effective spectral function. The parameters of
the effective spectral function are obtained by finding the
parameters x , !, f1p1h , bs , bp, α, β, c1, c2, c3 and N for
which the predictions of the effective spectral function best
describe the predictions of theψ ′ superscaling formalism for
(1/σ )dσ/dν at Q2 values of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 GeV2.

Figure 8 compares predictions for 1
σ

dσ
dν (Q2, ν) for 12C

as a function of !ν at Q2=0.5 GeV2. The prediction of the
effective spectral function is the dashed blue curve. The pre-
diction of theψ ′ superscaling model is the solid black curve.
For Q2=0.5 GeV2 the prediction of the effective spectral
function is almost identical to the prediction ofψ ′ superscal-
ing. All of the prediction for the effective spectral function
are calculated from Eq. 28 in Appendix B.
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